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Dear Colleagues:

ok The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules met on October 20-21,
1994. Professor Ed Cooper, Reporter to the committee, has prepared
draft Minutes of the meeting, a copy of which is attached. I will
refer to these Minutes in this report.

This was the first meeting for two new members. Justice
Christine Durham of the Utah Supreme Court replaces Chief Justice
Holmes. Judge David Levi, United States District Court in
Sacramento replaces Magistrate Judge Wayne Brazil. The AmericanK College of Trial Lawyers was represented by Robert Campbell, and

L the Litigation Section of the American Bar Association by Barry
McNeil. This was the first meeting attended by a representative of
the Litigation Section.

X ~~~~~~~~~~~~~I.

Five items require action by the Standing Committee:

1. Rule 4(m) - Suits in Admiralty Act (Minutes pp. 1-2).
The Advisory Committee recommends that the Standing
Committee urge Judicial Conference approval of a
recommendation that Congress delete the service
provisions from 42 U.S.C. § 742.

L 2. Rule 26(c) (Minutes p. 6). The Minutes set out the

history of the proposed changes to Rule 26 (c) . Following
extensive discussion at the meeting in Tucson, the

LW committee voted by ballot as follows:



BALLOT NO. 1

Expanded Version of (c)(3), Without "Intervention" L
(3) On motion, the court may dissolve or modify a

protective order. In ruling, the court must
consider, among other matters, the following:
(A) the extent of reliance on the order;
(B) the public and private interests affected by

the order, including any risk to public health
or safety;

(C) the movant's consent to submit to the terms of
the order 

j2 the reasons for entering the order, and any
new information that bears on the-order; and

(E) the burden that the order imposes on persons r
seeking information relevant to other L
litigation.

Lii
Votes for the published version: 3
Votes for the expanded version: 10 7

BALLOT NO. 2

Expanded Version, With "Intervention" Provision L
(3) (A) The court may modify or dissolve a protective x

order on motion made by a party, a person L
bound by the order, or a person who has been
allowed to intervene to seek modification or
dissolution.

(B) In ruling on a motion to dissolve or modify a
protective order, the court must consider,
among other matters, the following: (The same
list as above, cast as (i), etc., rather than l>
A through E.)

Votes to add the intervention language to L
whichever version of (c)(3) wins: 8 r
Votes against adding the intervention language
to the winning (c)(3) version: 5

U:
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It is the judgment of the committee that these changes will
not require a second publication. We recommend that Rule 26(c) be
transmitted to the Judicial Conference for approval. The full text
of Rule 26(c) with changes shown is attached as Exhibit 1, with a
summary of public comments on the published version.

3. Rule 43(a) (Minutes pp. 13-14). The history of the
proposed revision of Rule 43(a) is set out at pp. 13-14
of the Minutes. The only recommended change from the
published version is to require "good cause shown in
compelling circumstances." It was the judgment of the
committee that since the only change from the published
version narrows the availability of transmission, no
additional period of comment is required. Conforming
changes to the Committee Note are also made. The full
text of Rule 43 (a), as recommended with changes shown, is
attached as Exhibit 2, with a summary of public comments
on the published version.

4. Rule 47(a) (Minutes pp. 14-17). The history of the
proposed change to 47(a) is set out in the Minutes at pp.
14-17. The Advisory Committee unanimously recommends
that the following change (full text and note are
attached as Exhibit 3) to Rule 47(a) be published for
comment:

The court must conduct the
examination of prospective jurors.
The parties are entitled to examine
the prospective jurors to supplement
the court's examination within
reasonable limits of time, manner,
and subject matter set by the court
in its discretion.

The Federal Judicial Center, at the committee's request,
conducted a survey of the district court concerning voir
dire. The study reflects that somewhere between 51%. and
67T of all district judges allow counsel questioning. It
further found that the average time devoted to voir dire
was virtually the same for all levels of attorney
participation. The averages for civil cases ranged from
65 minutes to 75 minutes. The Center study also
reported:

Among judges who reported any time
expended by counsel, the average was
31 minutes in civil cases and 40 in



criminal cases. Perhaps most
intriguing, however, is the absence
of much relationship between total
voir dire time and the judge's Lod

indication of his or her standard
practice regarding attorney
participation in voir dire.

The Litigation Section of the American Bar Association
and the American 'College of Trial Lawyers strongly
endorse this change'. The lawyers are critical of voir
dire now being conducted by judges in'many courts. Under
Batson and J.E.B., lawyers must now articulate F
nondiscriminatory reasons for their preemptory
challenges. Lawyers complain of unfairness in requiring
their articulation of reasons derivable by a process by
which they are not allowed to directly participate; that
requesting the judge to ask follow-on questions is often En
inadequate.

On the other hand, the committee is persuaded that most L
trial judges conduct a thorough and probing voir dire.
Indeedi, over half of the judges reporting in the Federal F
Judicial Center study now conduct voir dire in L
essentially the same manner contemplated by the proposed
rule. Many of these judges informally report that
lawyers seldom exercise the opportunity to examine the
panel directly. i

A number of district judges in Virginia and one from
North Carolina have written letters opposing any
participation by lawyers in voir dire. These letters
express concern over losing control of'the examination of F
the venire and express fear of transporting various t1
"state court practices" into federal court. The
committee also opposes granting uncontrolled examination
by lawyers of the jury panel and' also opposes any
licensing of the feared "state court" voir dire. It is
the strong sense of the Advisory Committee that the trial
judge should shoulder primary responsibility for
examining the venire; that a thorough voir dire by the EJ
trial judge in the first instance asking questions,
including questions the trial lawyers have asked the
judge to ask, will ordinarily leave little necessary En
supplementation by counsel. The committee expects that
the judge will conduct a probing examination. Indeed,
questions that step on the privacy of'venirepersons are
best asked by the court, not counsel. L

L



L The Advisory Committee was also of the view that the
trial judge ought to be able to properly confine trial
counsel to questions that go directly to jury
qualification, and that the court has not already asked.
That is, a trial judge should be well within her
discretion to cut off questions that move from jury
qualification to jury persuasion or are repetitive. The
text and comment of the proposed rule is intended to
reflect these views. We have also heard the views of
trial judges who have selected thousands of panels by theL procedure contemplated by the rule, with no difficulty in
maintaining control, and without experiencing abusive or

e repetitive examination.

The committee concludes the proposed rule by casting
control by the trial judge into the area of trial court
discretion. We anticipate that this will likely produce

L an abuse of discretion standard of review.

In short, the committee sees the proposed rule as a
small, but necessary, change. We understand the sincere
concerns expressed by some district judges. We are not
persuaded, however, that the rule will pose the
difficulties they fear. War stories are legion in this

L field and they can be arrayed on both sides of this
debate. We emphasize that the committee disagrees in
only one material respect with the judges who have
written to the committee in opposing any participation by
counsel in voir dire. The committee is not persuaded
that the proposed rule transports into federal practice
the fear of abuses now occurring in many state court
systems. We think many of those same judges would agree
that properly modulated attorney voir dire can be
particularly helpful. United States v. Hawkins, 658 F.2d
279 (5th Cir., Unit A, 1981), is instructive. In
Hawkins, the district judge allowed counsel to follow its
questioning regarding publicity. During the court's
questioning, no member of the venire acknowledged hearing
or seeing media reports regarding defendants and the
pending charges. During counsel's voir dire, 48 of 56
members of the venire acknowledged hearing media reports.

Finally, we think it important to send this rule out for
comment to ensure that lawyers and judges are fairly
heard. At the least, we must put the matter on the table
for discussion. Few of the judges writing to the
committee have had an opportunity to see the proposed



rule and note. We need the benefit of discussion
disciplined by the actual proposal.

5. Rule 48 (Minutes pp. 17-19). The committee unanimously
recommends a, return to 12-person juries by amending Rule
48. The full text and note are attached as Exhibit 4. 7
The, amendment would not alter the requirement of i
unanimity, nor require the sitting of alternates. A
civil jury, would be required to commence with 12 persons,
in the absence of a stipulation by counsel of a lesser
number, but could lose down to 6 as excused by the trial Li
judge for illness, etc.,

The Minutes at pp. 17-19 describe the committee's
discussion regarding 12-person juries. We have surveyed
the literature and gathered much of it in a binder called
"Background Materials on Jury Size." The literature is Li
remarkably consistent in its criticism of 6-person L
juries. These studies largely validate intuitive
judgments that 12-person juries deliver a more stable
deliberative body than 6. Whatever the origins of the LG
number 12, it is a number that works well.

As strong as iti is, the relative instability of 6-person
juries is not the most powerful argument for returning to
the 12-person jury., It is, rather, that increasing the
civil jury to 12 persons works an exponential increase in
its ability to reflect the' interests of minorities.
There is irony in the circumstance that the reduction of
the civil jury from 12 to 6 persons came during the same
time period that the court began to heavily question
their failure to adequately represent the community.
Reducing the size from 12 to 6 plainly deals a heavier F
blow to the representativeness of the civil jury than any L
bigoted exercise of preemptory challenges.

The argument for 6-person juries revolves largely around
cost and efficiency. We are persuaded that dollar cost K
is' quite small. In any event, any savings will not
compensate for its instability and frustration of
minority participation. Nor have the studies shown a K
substantial increase in the time required to seat a 12-
person jury over a 6-person jury. Throughout the United E
States today the district courts -are seating 8 and 10 L
person juries for any other than the most routine civil
matters. Indeed, the rules themselves encourage district
judges to do precisely that, as a companion to the
abolition of alternates. So, the rule change brings a



be 
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____All__ 

;

step up from 8 or 10 to 12 and not from 6 to 12, at leastin most cases of length.

There are seven information items. They are each described in
the Minutes.

1. Rule 5(e) (Minutes pp. 2-3).

2. Rule _i6c (Minutes p. 4).
3. RRue 23 (Minutes p. 6).

4. R .53 (Minutes pp. 19-22).
5. Rule 68 (Minutes pp. 22-23).
6. Evidence Rules 413-415 (Minutes pp. 23-24).
7. Rule 9(h) (Minutes pp. 4-5). Rule 9(h) provides:

The reference in Title 28, U.S.C. §1292 (a) (3), to admiralty cases shallbe construed to mean admiralty andmaritime claims within the meaningof the subdivision (h).

This language is ambiguous when applied to a case thatincludes both an admiralty claim and a nonadmiraltyclaim. The committee is considering a revision that,with current style conventions, would read:
A case that includes an admiralty ormaritime claim within thissubdivision is an admiralty casewithin 28 U.S.C. § 1292 (a) (3).

Sincerely yours,

Patrick . igginbotham
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RULE 26(c)-

1 (c)ia Protective orders. Uped On motion by a party or by

2 the person from whom discovery is sought,

3 accompanied by a certification that the movant has

4 in good faith conferred or attempted to confer with

L 5 other affected parties in an effort to resolve the

6 dispute without court action, and for good cause

V 7 shewn, the court in whie where the action is

8 pending ei - and 'aterrnatively, on matters relating

V 9 to a deposition, also the court in the district

U 10 where the deposition is te will be taken - may. for

11 good cause shown or on stipulation of the parties.

L 12 make any order whieh that justice requires to

13 protect a party or person from annoyance,

14 embarrassment, oppression, or undue burden or

15 expense, including one or more of the following:r 16 (-A) that precluding the disclosure or discovery

17 not be had;

18 (#B) b*ta specifying conditions, including time and

L 19 place. for the disclosure or discovery may be

20 had only on speeified terms and -cnditions,

21 including a designation of time or place;

22 (OC) that the disoeevry may be had only by

23 prescribing a discovery method en

24 discovery other than that selected by the

25 party seeking discovery;

26 (4fD) that excluding certain matters not be inquired

-rI 27 inte, or that limiting the scope of the

L 28 disclosure or discovery be limited to certain

29 matters;

L 30 (aE) designating the persons who may be present

31 while that the discovery is be conducted wisth

32 no one prcesnt cncept persons designated by

33 the court;

34 (4iF) that a deposition, after being sealed,

35 directing that a sealed deposition be opened



Rule 26(c)
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36 only by order of the upon court order;

37 (g-G) ordering that a trade, secret or other 7
38 confidential. research, development, or

39 commercial information not be revealed or be 7
40 revealed onlyin a designated way;, or

41 (4H) directing that the parties simultaneously file

42 specified documents or information enclosed in

43 sealed envelopes, to be opened as dii-eeed -by

44 the court directs. ,

45 (2) If the a motion for a protective order is

46 wholly or vartlv denied in whole or in part,

47 the court may, on sueh lust terms and, cnditions as

48 are euet, order that any party or ethier person

49 provide or permit discovery or disclosure. The

50 prsvioions of Rule 37(a)(4) applyies to the award

51 of expenses incurred in relation to the motion. L
52 (3) (A) The court may modify or dissolve a

7
53 protectiveorder on motion made by a party, a

54 person boundby the order. or a person who has

55 been allowed to intervene to seek modification

56 or dissolution.

57 (B) In ruling, on a motion to dissolve or C

58 modify a protective order, the court must Lj

59 consider, among other matters. the following:

60 ji) the extent of reliance on theorder; l

61 (ii) the public and private interests affected

62 by the order. including any risk to

63 public health or safety;

64 (iii )the movant's consent to submit to the I
65 termsiof the order;

66 (iv) the reasons for entering the order. and

67 any new information that bears on the

68 order; and

69 jyl the burden that the order imposes on
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> 70 persons seeking information relevant to

71 other litigation.

LI

r
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72

73 Committee Note -

74 Subdivisions (1) and (2) are revised to conform to
75 the style conventions adopted for simplifying the present
76 rules. No change in meaning is intended by these style l
77 changes.
78
79 Subdivision (1) also is amended to confirm the C

80 common practice of entering a protective order on U
81 stipulation of the parties. Stipulated orders can
82 provide a valuable means of facilitating discovery
83 without frequent requests for action by the court,
84 particularly in actions that involve intensive discovery.
85 If a stipulated protective order thwarts important
86 interests, relief may be sought by a motion to modify or
87 dissolve the order under subdivision (3).
88
89 Subdivision (3) is added to the rule to dispel any V
90 doubt whether the power to enter a protective order
91 includes power to modify or vacate the order. The power
92 is made explicit, and includes orders entered by
93 stipulation of the parties as well as orders entered
94 after adversary contest. The power to modify or dissolve
95 should be exercised after careful consideration of the
96 conflicting policies that shape protective orders.
97 Protective orders serve vitally important interests by
98 ensuring that privacy is invaded by discovery only to the
99 extent required by the needs of litigation. Protective
100 orders entered by agreement of the parties also can serve K
101 the important need to facilitate discovery without
102 requiring repeated court rulings. A blanket protective
103 order may encourage the exchange of information that a
104 court would not order produced, or would order produced
105 only under a protective order. Parties who rely on
106 protective orders in these circumstances should not risk
107 automatic disclosure simply because the material was once
108 produced in discovery and someone else might want it.
109
110 Modification of a protective order may be sought to F
12.1 increase the level of protection afforded as well as to
112 reduce it. Among the grounds for increasing protection
113 might be violation of the order, enhanced appreciation of
114 the extent to which discovery threatens important
115 interests in privacy, or the need of a nonparty to
116 protect interests that the parties have not adequately V
117 protected. L
118
119 Modification or dissolution of a protective order -

220 does not, without more, ensure access to the once- L
121 protected information. If discovery responses have been
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122 filed with the court, access follows from a change of the
4.23 protective order that permits access. If discovery
124 responses remain in the possession of the parties,

4125 however, the absence of a protective order does not
126 without more require that any party share the information
1 27 with others.
2.28
129 Despite the important interests served by protective
130 orders,,concern has been expressed that protective orders
131 can thwart other interests that also are important. Two

"i32 interests have drawn special attention. One is the
133 interest in public access to information that involves

7134 matters of public concern. Information about the conduct
-135 of government officials is frequently used to illustrate
136 an area, of public concern. The most commonly offered
1l37 example focuses on information about dangerous products
138 or situations that have caused injury and may continue to
139 cause injury until the information is widely
140 disseminatled. The other interest involves the efficient
141 conduct of related litigation, protecting adversaries of
142 a common party from the need to engage in costly
143 dupllication of discovery efforts.

7144
L145 'The first, sentence of subparagraph (A) recognizes
146 that a motion t"omodify or'"dissolve a protective order

,147 may be ade" by a party, a person bound by the order, or
L148 a perso'nlallowed to intervene for this purpose. A motion
149 to intervene for'this purpose is made, for the limited
150 purpose of establishing lsta ding to pursue the req est
151 for modificationor'diss'olution.. Intervention' should be

granted ,if the ,applicant asserts an interest that
153 justifies full argument and consideration of the motion
154 to modify. ordissolve'.Because inervention is for thisI 55 limited,,purpose, the6re' is Ihno need to invoke the Rule 24
156 standards that would appl yto a request lto interene as
4157 a party. Several courts have ,.relied on limited
158 intex-ey tiota in this settings and the procedre has
159 worked well'. 
160
U 61 Subparagraph (B) lists some of the matters that must
162 be considered on a motion to dissolve or modify a

163 protective order. The list is not all-inclusive; the
E164 factors that-may enter the decision are too varied even
165 to be foreseen.
166
167 The most important form of reliance on-a protective
168 order is thilproduction of information that the court

51t69 would not have ordered produced without "the -protective
170 order. Often this reliance will take the form of
171 producing information-under alblanket protective.order
4172 without raising the objection that the information is not
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173 subject to disclosure or discovery. The information may
174 be protected by privilege or work-product doctrine, the
175 outer limits of Rule 26(b) (1), or other rules. Reliance
176 also may take other forms, including' the court' s own
177 reliance on a protective order less sweeping-lthan an
178 order that flatly prohibits discovery. If the court'
179 would not have ordered discovery over proper objection,
180 it shou'ld not l'ater defeat protection of information that
181 need not have 'been 'produced' at !all. Reli'ance al1sQ
182 de seryesconsideration in other settings, but a finding
183 that information 'is prperlyi discoverable directs
184 attention to the question"of the' terms - if, nyi -on

185 which 'ro ection should continue. [r
187 'T Ihe Ilpublic, and ''private "interests iaffected by a
188 protic'tive order incilude alllof thel myri d interests that V
189 weig rfbth fq d and against tdisovery. The question
190 whether tob mo' o dissoltve a rtective rde'i,
191 apart fro'mthe question of rleliance64 much"the same as the
192 initial ' dettrmi nation ihhether there is good cuse to
193 enterll thiorderJ !9An almpstniinfinite vairiety oif inter'sts 
194 must'-e weighed. The ' icii abnd private, interes [ in

196 defeating prt6ection may bet or smll s may be the L
203 interests n servingi clerptlti on.t heljlith attention
197 must id [to a mp e czrte "0' to
198 p 4X ieal th or safe y. f ah orotett o be ordy
199 thwbis-i tin pf 1'l in ton that mighlbenfolp [J
200 prdtbal, 3it injury llt n or S prtu rlllthe
201 mn Ls om 2 c scisfo
202 protc tbhn taim ot ol 'ds tage iv orde
203 exa4ixiihpart icu r dae A~ oher" ha'd~ It is
204 Pr4e1o"dean 1a rei'], fc, 'on Mb~~hiei e

205 ~ ~ ~ pL~rntc thfrmr&~~l 'Ot'~~~i

207 ed dscyr b4 { h
208 dss~to~h '~~lJi ik'~~ a
209 OS,~ tFt]it ~s n[
210 priv~lcy, su46 as a' yet-tob-po4 lm htap~'i
211 i nfecte d With, aco unake'd.sase,
212 i 
213 Coser t[bmt~o~hFter of a 1p~rotective order
214 may 'provile stIr'Fe&o Ito modify the order.'
215 S u b~i l sl Ion [tfIjti t the' or'der Shouldl include
216 subtission to th 1uidic o fthe court' tot '~~enforce
217 the order. ihr~s~o , hwvr does not establish an
218 axUtOMat-ic Igh o~d~~~n The i~courtI s-til-li must
219 bal ance thei !J'dIfIac'i t nI ation ~Aagainst theL
22,0 intriests o6 c'j~tfie e~b aesar sfOm
221 p ning- or 1 pe I ti o
222 m prever t +efL[nForcais it

223 -ic~to L~[r1 of~rsosbefrteother

L
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224 litigation, or even to work out a cooperative approach
225 that allows each court to consider the factors mostr 226 familiar to it.
227
228 The role of the court in considering the reasons for
229 entering the protective order is affected by the
230 distinction between contested and stipulated orders. If
231 the order was entered on stipulation of the parties, the
232 motion to modify or dissolve requires the court to
233 consider the reasons for protection for the first time.
234 All of the information'that bears on the order is new to
235 the court and must be considered. If the' order was
236 entered after argument, however, the court may
237 justifiably focus attention on information that was not
238 considered in entering the order initially.

7 239
240 Rule 26(c)(3) applies only to the dissolution or
241 modification of protective orders entered by the court
242 under subdivision (c)(1). 'It does not address private
243 agreements entered into by litigants that are not

L 244 submitted to the court for its approval. Nor does Rule
245 26(c)(3) apply to motions seeking to vacate or modify
246 final judgments that occasionally contain restrictions on

LJ 247 the disclosure of specified information. Rules' 59 and 60
248 govern such motions.

L

L

r

r
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Rule 43(a)

1 (a) Form. In 'all every trialse the testimony of

L. 2 witnesses shall must be taken erally'in open court,

3 unless otherwise provided by an Act of Congrc__ or by a

4 federal law. these rules, the Federal Rules of Evidence,

5 or other rules adopted by the Supreme Court provide

6 otherwise. The court may,. for cood cause shown in

7 . compelling circumstances and upon appropriate safeguards.

7d 8 permit presentation of testimony in open court by

9 g cont~emporaneous transmission from a different location.

10

11 Committee Note
12

Ad 13 Rule 43(a) is revised to,, conform to the style
14 conventions adopted for simplifying the present Civil
15 Rules. The only intended changes of meaning are
16 described below.
17
18 The requirement that testimony be taken "orally" is
19 deleted. The deletion'makes it clear that testimony of
20 a witness may be given in open court by other means if
21 the witness is not able to communicate orally. Writing
22 or sign language are common examples. The development of
23 advanced technology may enable testimony to be given by
24 other means. A witness' unable'to-sign or write by hand
25 may be able to communicate through a computer or similar
26 device.'
27

L 28 Contemporaneous transmission of testimony from a
29 different location is permitted only on showing good

,E 30 cause in compelling circumstances. The importance of
31 presenting live testimony in court cannot be forgotten.
32 The 'very ceremony of trial and the presence of the
33 factfinder may exert a powerful force for truthteliing.
34 The opportunity to judge the demeanor of a witness fa'ce-
35 to-face is accorded great value in our tradition.
36 Transmission cannot be justified merely by showing that
37 it is inconvenient for the witness to attend the trial.
38
39 The most persuasive showings of good cause and
40 compelling circumstances are likely to arise when a
41 witness is unable to attend trial for unexpected reasons,

> 42 such as accident or, illness, but remains able to testify
43 from a different place,. Contemporaneous transmission may
44 be better than 'an attempt to reschedule the trial,

L, 45 particularly if there is a risk that other - and perhaps

K



.7
46 more important - witnesses might not be available at a
47 later time. f
48 LJ
49 Other possible justifications for remote
50 transmission must be approached cautiously. Ordinarily
51 .depositions, including video' depositions, provide a 7
52 superior means of securing the testimony of a witness who
53 is beyond the reach of a trial subpoena, or of resolving
54 difficulties in scheduling a trial that can be attended
55 by all witnesses. Dbeposition procedures ensure the
56 'op~portunity of all parties to be represented while the
57 witness, is testifying.'' An unforeseen, need 'for the
58 testimony of a remote witness that arises during trial,
59 howeveri, k.may establish good ,<!cause 'and- compelling
60 ,cirqums&ancest., Justif ication is particularly. likely if
61 Ithe,,nee'd arises froma the interjection' of 'new' issues
62 d uzin t![al or fro mm > ,de ayunexp ted'inab4. topresent
63 tett ion as planned from a different witness.
64
65 Good cause and compelling circumstances may be
66 established with relative"ease if all parties agree that
67 testimony should be presented 'by-tranimission. The court r
68 is not bound by a stipulation, I dowever, and can insist on L
69 live testimony. Rejection of the parties' agreement will
70 be influenced, among "other factors, by 'the" 'apparent
71 importance of lthe testimony i ,i the full context of the
7 2 trial.'''' 
73 ,1
74 A party who' coul jeasoabiy ,foresee the

79 N tloc ohshfl' b a the reasons are ~
80 knon to enab'le ote parte toarane a deposi'tiont 
75 circumstances of fdtanslmission oo f a
77 cauide, anethe to mpe g i of the circus tness .

,, lil~~u .I, ' P , e I 2 T 

78 Nol~',tiestof ayeiret rnTni tmngro ifrn

79 locat~Ion shudbag&e sVs 'as , the reasns are
80 krnown, toenal ote parieato rAunge randeposition,

827no wthethet b rpr~FFF ! en ~, th witnmess

83 whi],e tetfin. F F lbe~F[

91 mat, in disp is the! " h easo 

86 transmission that ma ui rnmssion
87 wthoa~ II1e image meaye[ eIprffcnrintsoen
894 staimont,, Vide oiaar sold

90 !~. pre1redw1enth I st ",FI teFrJatn'oth

92 ~~~ci c amtances f thao 'tj stf"tnsm~o. rnm ssint

97 'Id ~f~ic 4o ft ta rtc agis

"2F



98 influence by persons present with the witness. Accurate
7 99 transmission likewise must be assured.

100
101 Other safeguards should be employed to ensure that
102 advance notice is given to all parties of foreseeable
103 circumstances that may lead the proponent to offer
104 testimony by transmission. Advance notice is important
105 to protect the opportunity to argue for attendance of the
f 106 witness at trial. Advance notice also ensures an
L 107 opportunity to depose the witness, perhaps by video
108 record, as a means of supplementing transmitted
109 testimony.

L

r

L
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1 Rule 47. Selecting Seleetion ef Jurors

i, 2 (a) Emamination ofExamining Jurors. The court ay must permit the

3 parties or their atterneys to conduct the examination of

4 ' prospective jurors or may itself conduct the examination. The

5 parties are entitled to examine the prospective Jurors to

V 6 supplement the court's examination within reasonable limits of

7 time. manner, and subject matter set by the court in its

8 discretion. In the latter event, the court shall permit the

ago 9 parties or their atterney_ to supplement the examinatien by

10 ' uch further inquiry as it deems proper or shall itself submit

Lb 11 te the prespeetive jurors sueh additional quctions of the

12 parties er their attorncys as it deems proper.

13 Committee Note

14 Rule 47(a) in its original and present form permits the court
15 to exclude the parties from direct examination of prospective
16 jurors. Although a recent survey shows that a majority of district
; 17 judges permit party participation, the power to exclude is often
18 exercised. See Shapard & Johnson, Survey Concerning Voir Dire

- 19 (Federal Judicial Center 1994). Courts that exclude the parties
-L 20 from direct examination express two concerns. One is that direct

21 participation by the parties extends the time required to select a
22 jury. The second is that counsel frequently seek to use voir dire
23 not as a means of securing an impartial jury but as the first stage

L 24 of adversary strategy, attempting to establish rapport with
25 prospective jurors and influence their views of the case.

V 26 The concerns that led many courts to undertake all direct
27 examination of prospective jurors have earned deference by long
28 tradition and widespread adherence. At the same time, the number
29 of federal judges that permit party participation has grown

-I~ 30 considerably in recent years. The Federal Judicial Center survey
31 shows that the total time devoted to jury selection is virtually

-r 32 the same across all variations between no party participation and
L 33 party conduct of most or all of the voir dire. It also shows that

34 judges who permit party participation have found little difficulty
35 in controlling potential misuses of voir dire. This experience
36 demonstrates that the problems that have been perceived in some

L 37 state-court systems of party participation can be avoided by making
38 clear the discretionary power of the district court to control the

r 39 behavior of the party or counsel. The ability to enable party
40 participation at low cost is of itself strong reason to permit
41 party participation. The parties are thoroughly familiar with the

r 42 case by the start of trial. They are in the best position to know
43 the juror information that bears on challenges for cause and
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44 peremptory challenges, and to elicit it by jury questioning. In
45 addition, the 'opportunity to parti cipate provides an appearance and

46 reasuaneof fairness that has`-value n- tslf

47 The strong direct case for permitting party participation is
48 further suprebythe emergence -of, Uconstitutional limits that
49 cicuscibe'the use of peremptory challenges in both civil and
,50 crimnacse. The, controllig ecisions bgnwith Bat.son X.
51 Kentck, 4~76 U.IS., 79 (1986)~ and poit~inuet-through J-E-B. V. AlabamaI

52 ex rel. T.., 114 S.Ct. 419', (~199'4). Prop. tiejurors "have the

53 right not to be excludedSummaril~y because, of discr~iminatoryan
54 s5tereptypicltreumtin ht~rfctandt reinforc ptters o

55 4itrcl iciin~o. S.Ct. at ;1426.' These
56 limits ~~nhance t1~d impor ance of searchin, virir examinaint

57 presre h ylepf eepoy~legesl anfd bU-trssthe role
58 of c ralges 'orr cause.I Wen, a )perenpo calenea9inst aU
59 mmer 0f a JProeCted, 'grou U dattacked, 'it cani~ ~iutt
60 distinguish ~be#,W#en' gr"~seetps~~d [i1tuit1ive ,eqactipns to

61 in-divilduall mek~mbers, &f the 4roup asdiial.A stereotype-free
62 explanaio~n can badnced wi~ moefrea he level of direct

63 informtin provided, by ~,l6iF1di~icess As peremptory
64 ch~~ne eoels erempoy or r tis increasingly

65 ~ an to lensri htv rdr x~into ea ffective as7
66 sosIl1 2 rtn r[FFF

67 li~oprui iet t~o r xrieaprmtr nd for-cause
68 inchisi 11 ewsetng!r rm"I~ th sur.n~ce that the

69 ~~par, ~Fa ~~m tec~~¶ xmnto f prsective

71 pon a S fo
72 mavoir[altrilIlaw ers fo

73 IfIs~v~1~ ishetd

74 e,-- rr I knwtecerbetter
75 tn F¶ Jg a n eriVr ramqusonsthatL
76 will up4h leesprcurjo pmdseo reptory
77 cha,11r1 lMi.y as be!iy ht rseiv uosare

80 norrt . l~JFn~dfO

81 su~r~F F~r 6 4 rue h[cs fr ra'~ court
82 can,~ u1~z Ahe i 4tleprati~jrors,

834 etFti 1i~j 1 5F~A by the

87 gpC~~~r~F sin I t 0b~Fi~oe 

88 hypbe l ofpfF .~~~cs ~~et~t

91 'dy a~ on tof h~rdi ~~ F ~a rf

92 i F~e~ mt rF 1ain

95 reversa f np ews roe r erdit
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9 6 The voir dire process can be further enhanced by use of jury
97 questionnaires to elicit routine information before voir dire
98 begins. Questionnaires can save much time, and may avoid the
99 embarrassment of public examination or the failure to confess

100 publicly to information that a juror would provide in response to
101 a questionnaire. Written answers to a questionnaire also may avoid
102 the risk that answers given in the presence of other prospective
103 jurors may contaminate a large group. Questionnaires are not
104 required by Rule 47(a), but should be seriously considered.
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Rule 48. Number of Jurors - Participation in Verdict

The court shal must seat a jury of not fewer than six and net
|ere than twelve members. ead-aAll jurors shall must participate in

L the verdict unless excused from service by the court pursuant to
under Rule 47(c). Unless the parties etherwise stipulate

7 otherwise, (1) the verdict shall must be unanimous, and (2) no
verdict shall May be taken from a jury reduecd in size to of fewer
than six members.

L Committee Note

Rule 48 was amended in 1991 to reflect the conclusion that it
had been "rendered obsolete by the adoption in many districts of
local rules establishing six as the standard size for a civil
jury." Six-person jury local rules were upheld by the Supreme
Court in Colacrove v. Battin. 413 U.S. 149 (1973). The Court
concluded that the Seventh Amendment permits six-person juries, and
that the local rules were not inconsistent with Rule 48 as it then
stood.

L Rule 48 is now amended to restore the core of the twelve-
member body that has constituted the definition of a civil jury for

7 centuries. Local rules setting smaller jury sizes are invalid
L because inconsistent with Rule 48.

The rulings that the Seventh Amendment permits six-member
juries, and that former Rule 48 permitted local rules establishing
six-member juries, do not speak to the question whether six-member
juries are desirable. Much has been learned since 1973 about the
advantages of twelve-member juries. Twelve-member juries
substantially increase the representative quality of most juries,
greatly improving the probability that most juries will include
members of minority groups. The sociological and psychological

L dynamics of jury deliberation also are strongly influenced by jury
size. Members of a twelve-person jury are less easily dominated by
an aggressive juror, better able to recall the evidence, more
likely to rise above the biases and prejudices of individual
members, and enriched by a broader base of community experience.
The wisdom enshrined in the twelve-member tradition is increasingly
demonstrated by contemporary social science.

Although the core of the twelve-member jury is restored, the
other effects of the 1991 amendments remain unchanged. Alternate
jurors are not provided. The jury includes twelve members at the
beginning of trial, but may be reduced to fewer members if some are
excused under Rule 47(c). A jury may be reduced to fewer than six
members, however, only if the parties stipulate to a lower number
before the verdict is returned.

Careful management of jury arrays can help reduce the
incremental costs associated with the return to twelve-member
juries.

Sylistic changes have been made.


